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Join the rosÃ© revolution and drink pink with the ultimate authority on the worldâ€™s hottest,

friendliest new wines. In this fun, informative guide, expert Jennifer Simonetti-Bryan tells you

everything you need to know about the smart and stylish wine that everyoneâ€™s sipping. Learn

about rosÃ©â€™s history, how itâ€™s made, and the best regions producing it today. Take her

quick and easy RosÃ© Quiz to find your personal styleâ€”blush, crisp, fruity, or richâ€”then consult

her signature RosÃ© Wheel to discover the wines youâ€™ll like best. Each style category

comprehensively detailsgrapeswinemaking practicesbottle shots or labelscomplete tasting

notespricesperfect food pairingsIf youâ€™re a beginner, RosÃ© Wine offers the ideal starting point,

and it also serves as a great resource if youâ€™re an enthusiast looking to expand your horizons.

Hereâ€™s to drinking pink!
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Jennifer Simonetti-Bryan, MW, is the fourth woman in America to qualify as a master of wine, the

worldâ€™s top wine credential. She won the 2008 Tasting Trophy from the Institute of Masters of

Wine and is the author of The One Minute Wine Master (Sterling Epicure). She serves as a judge in

major wine and spirits competitions worldwide and has trained thousands of professionals in the

hospitality industry. She has appeared on TV (Today Show, The Anderson Cooper Show, Fox &

Friends, Fox Business, Fox News, Bloomberg, ABC, CBS, and NBC); on the radio (Sirius XM,

Martha Stewart, Bloomberg); and in print (Fortune, Businessweek, Gotham, Oprah, Reuters, and



Wine Enthusiast). She lives in Los Angeles. Follow her on Twitter @JediWineMaster.

Excellent book, especially for those new to rosÃ© wine. The first part of the book covers the basics

of how rosÃ© wine is made in just the right amount of detail, not overly technical but just enough to

help you understand what kinds of wine you might like and why. Then you get into the section which

helps you determine your "type" of rosÃ© wine. From there you're given numerous examples of

wines that are most likely to fit your palate across a wide variety of price ranges, although most

suggestions do stay under the 20 dollar mark. The book ends with a section on pairing wines, which

is especially helpful for a book about food friendly rosÃ©. This is a great book for anyone who

enjoys wine, people completely new to wine are able to find a plethora of suggestions and those

who are experienced can find out more about the popular production methods.

Super interesting book. We purchased a bunch of rosÃ©s, and had a taste testing with friends. We

all took the little test to see which style of rosÃ© we'd probably prefer and then figured out which

wine was which style. Fun.

I love drinking Rose and it was fun to learn more about it by reading this book. Easy to read and

understand. A must for any Rose drinker.

I love this handy little book ! Firstly, its beautifully layed out -with gorgeous colors. The clear and

simple explanations of the different wines makes it easy for me to decide what I may like and what I

should serve with different types of food as it gives pairing examples of food with the wine

types.Also, it helps me to appreciate the differing notes of flavor that come through with the different

types of rose wines.I would definitely recommend adding this helpful book to your library . Looks

great displayed on a coffee table as well !!

get ready to travel into your own personal taste profile as well as the profiles of literally every rose

on earth. jennifer simonetti-bryan has defined not only how the wines are made, but how they then

create distinct character based on all of the variables of climate, grape, and style.unlike many books

on wine which fill the glass before asking what you would like to drink, this book includes quizzes

about your personal flavor profile preferences and proceeds to bring dimension to the expected

"types" of rose...crisp, fruity, rich, blush by showing what the common taste denominators are as

manifested in other categories--like minty gum? prefer white chocolate over dark? put lemon on



your chicken or veg? crisp rose may be your perfect partner!that said...the depth and scholarship of

this work cannot be overlooked. jennifer simonetti-bryan's ability to deliver a case for rose as a

serious wine in an enjoyable way is exactly what all wine needs to be--delicious, accessible, and

with every sip, a trip to a new place.

Simonetti-Bryan's book is both entertaining and informative. I would recommend it to anyone

passionate about wine, especially rosÃ© wine! I have read multiple wine books and consider myself

pretty knowledgable, so it was refreshing to read an unpretentious, approachable book that kept me

engaged with each page turn.Some of my favorite points in the book include:-- The Rose quiz: The

explanations of the different rosÃ©s (some of which are from our region. Awesome!) were great. I

love that we could pinpoint the characteristics that we love in rosÃ© and then Jennifer has

recommends for specific regions that we should look to purchase rosÃ© from. She is spot on!!

We're loving Clos Cibonne Tibouren-- The component tasting section-- It takes you through how to

taste wine. Unlike most books that talk about the "5 S's," Simonetti-Bryan has designed an activity

to improve the palate and help readers discern alcohol, acidity, sweetness, and tannins. It was

awesome!"RosÃ© Wine: The Guide to Drinking Pink" is essential a master class about rosÃ© from

an MW. You can't go wrong. I highly recommend it!

All of a sudden, a while back, we all began drinking a lot of rosÃ© wines. The variety of styles and

flavors of rosÃ© can bewilder even wine professionals. Dry or sweet, rich or tart and elusive? Of

course, you never want to bring home a bottle that wonÃ¢Â€Â™t be a hit with friends and family.

Jennifer Simonetti-Bryan, a Master of Wine (MW) has gifted wine fans with an easy-to-use guide

that takes the mystery out of choosing the perfect rosÃ© for every occasion. Simonetti-Bryan takes

her readers through how the various styles are made, and teaches the techniques that pros use to

taste and evaluate the wines. She helpfully divides the ocean of rosÃ© into four primary styles,

Blush, Crisp, Fruity and Rich, and recommends food pairings. The book lays out concepts clearly in

an informative, breezy style that makes it a pleasure to read. I know that IÃ¢Â€Â™ll be pulling the

cork on many bottles of rosÃ© this summer, and my friends will too. IÃ¢Â€Â™m so glad that, with

this book, Jennifer Simonetti-Bryan broadened my horizons and brought me to exciting new

discoveries. This is a great book and it would make the perfect gift for a host or hostess of a

summer barbecue.

This little book packs in a ton of useful, clear, and delightfully presented information--I loved it! I



bought the book because I was ignorant about RosÃ© Wine but knew it was coming back into

fashion. I was amazed at how much I learned--not just about RosÃ© but also about history, growing

grapes, the best regions, and kinds I would like. Unlike any other wine book I've read, this included

a RosÃ© quiz and tasting wheel, so I could figure out exactly what kinds to try. There are also

specific suggestions to go with the palate you discover about yourself, so you're well prepared when

you hit up a store or restaurant. I'm more of a robust wine drinker, but this book showed me that I

can like those--and love RosÃ© too! Fun, well written, knowledgeable, and charming. Buy it!
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